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1891-1894 wrote to you. At that time I felt instinctively that the sky was beginning
Age 39HU to cloud over my head, and that faintly but quite perceptibly the light
of my life was withdrawing itself. A month later my forebodings were
realised, and the darkness came. I was miserable—starved and frozen in
spirit, driven in upon myself, only to find blankness and barrenness and
to feel that I could not live without you. You were not happy—not
really happy. So once more we drew near to one another. Then came
the summer which brought you no rest, ending in that tumultuous week
at Glen which we shall neither of us ever forget. But through it all, then
and always, you were noble, true to yourself, disdaining the illusions and
deceptions and make-believes in which the weak find a sorry and
crumbling refuge. You would not lie to yourself, nor to me. And now
I feel that all the pain and anxiety, the doubts and fears, the shiftings
between hope and despair, were well worth while : for through them all
we have come to solid ground, on which we can stand and rest and build.
Darling don't think I misjudge you. I know how much there remains
for me to do before I can be to you what I hope and am resolved to be.
But you have put your hand in mine and you will not draw it back,
because you have faith and hope. I will never let it go, and as months
and years pass you will come nearer and closer, and what seems strange
and almost hazardous will become natural and even sweet.
Last year I wrote you a little sermon, and I remember telling you that
you ought to concentrate your nature on something—either a purpose or a
person. That was an attempt on my part to be detached 1 But now I
can only think of you in your new relation to myself, I don't want you
to alter. I like to think of your marriage not as a contracting and
impoverishing., but (if that is possible) as an expanding and enriching of
your life. You will have to give up much—every wife has: but the
things you sacrifice shall be as few in number and as unessential and
unmtcbl to your nature as I can make them. And there are some things
which you will have, not to learn for the first time, but to practise in a
new way. First and foremost, will you be very patient with xne ? I know
you will find me very slow in some ways and summary in others. We
shall not always see things at the same angle or in quite the same
proportion. I am quite unaffected when I say that you have so much
more of the instinct of insight and of the sweep of imagination that it
wiM be I, in nine cases out of ten, who will be lagging behind. I shall
quicken up in time, you will see; in these ways you will make a new
creature of me. But you must be kind and encouraging and rather
tender—will you ? The next, and the only other thing I ask you to»d&y
(there are others but they will keep) is that you shall feel free. The tie
will always be there to keep us close, but I couldn't bear that it should
chafe you. Remember our old favourite—the very first poetry we ever
quoted to one another, and the best—' Ode to Duty/ ^Flowers laugh
before thee on their beds, And fragrance in their footing treads/ That is
IwJ should like you to feel it: that all the order and selfnmastery
the taking of a great burden and the following of a serious purpose
\ tato life, does not deaden its, quickness or mutilate its grace, but
- ***& counterpart of the pulse and rhythm of the stars, and * the
i|g^ heavens' themselves, where the f reign of law ' manifests *

